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Introduction
 

Have you ever wanted to make yourself absolutely gorgeous, exactly
how the runway models look? The tips contained in this guide outline
the most important tips that models use to look absolutely stunning.
Now with little effort and a low cost, you can also look just as stunning.
 



Beauty Tips
 

-Sop-up oil as well as refresh makeup, gently mist your face using toner,
next pat using a tissue, suggests "Eva Scrivo", the makeup artist as well
as owner of the "eponymous New York City salon". End using a dusting
of loose-powder.
 

-To get a contemporary take on luminous skin tone, consider pearlized
pink sand tones on your lids along with cheeks. With a pale matte-
mouth, you will look rock club cool. Match pink-lids with a natural,
understated-face.
 

-The ideal solution to decide on a makeup style is to pick the feature
you receive complimented on most, plus tweak it up using a color
which is complete opposite of what you typically wear. Neutrals? Go for
colour. You like colour? Try out earth shades.
 

-Rather than shading hollows of the face, go for highlighting. Working
with paler shades, highlight beneath the brows for a mini-lift, and dust
a light blush across the cheekbone to be able to get plump-cheeks.
 

-To prevent eyes shadow from creasing (unless you are having a cut-
crease appearance), remove the maximum amount of oil from lids.
Apply an eye shadow-base or maybe pressed-powder prior to using
color. Loose, powdery shadows are the best.
 

Keeping Cara Delevingneesque Brows
 



 

-Excess tweezing can result in emaciated brows as well as bald patches.
Utilize a protein based eyebrow gelatin to promote healthy growth in
addition to using mascara to �ill any spots.
 

-Fuller looking brows happen to be noticed quickly on the fashion show
runways and so are the most popular style today. Maintain unruly
eyebrows looking polished using a slick of clear brow-gel. Dab
highlighter straight beneath the brow-bone, you will get a quick eye lift
effect.
 

-The area between eyebrows needs to be equal to width of eyes, and
begin where they line-up with nostrils.
 

Covering Skin Flaws like a Pro
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